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BTG presents: Kingmaker Fully Loaded
Get ready for a majestic gaming experience with Kingmaker Fully Loaded! This remarkable slot 
offers an astonishing 16,807 Megaways to win.

The crown jewel of this game is the 4 Gem Multipliers that come to life with each spin, offering 
you the chance to strike it big with multipliers reaching an impressive x100 each. These Gem 
Multipliers are exclusively available in the base game, adding an extra layer of thrill to your 
gaming adventure.

When you land 3, 4, or 5 scatters, the kingdom bestows upon you a royal decree of 7, 12, or 
20 free spins, respectively. Your Free Spin Win Multiplier starts at the combined Gem Multiplier 
total, setting the stage for magnificent wins that will leave you feeling like true royalty. This 
remarkable multiplier works its enchanting magic on all your victories during Free Spins. And 
the kingdom’s generosity knows no bounds; rejoice in the splendour of additional spins when 
3, 4, or 5 scatters grace your Free Spins round. Embrace your destiny and catapult yourself 
straight into the heart of the excitement with the power of Bonus Buy. 

It’s time to unlock your royal fortune with Kingmaker Fully Loaded!
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GENERAL INFORMATION
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• Gem Multipliers with up to x100 each.
• Free Spins with Win Multiplier based on total Gem Multiplier.
• Iconic MegawaysTM mechanic.
• Bonus Buy to purchase Free Spins.

HIGHLIGHTS

€/£/$ 0.20

€/£/$ 7 (Max Exposure 250,000), 14 (Max Exposure 500,000) or 28 (Max Exposure 1,000,000)

96.54% - 96.64%

3 (Gem Multipliers, Free Spins, Bonus Buy)

35,200x

16,807

5 x 7

Very High
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OSS Game Type

kingmakerfullyloaded

kingmakerfullyloaded

OSS ID

kingmakerdedv194

kingmakeroadedv1

94% Option with Bonus Buy

96% Option with Bonus Buy

RTP 

94.11% - 94.18%

96.54% - 96.64%

When you land 3, 4, or 5 scatters, you’ll be granted a royal decree of 7, 12, or 20 free spins, respectively. Your Free Spin 

Win Multiplier begins at the impressive sum of the combined Gem Multiplier total, paving the way for magnificent wins. This 

multiplier applies its magic touch to all your victories during the Free Spins round. And that’s not all! While you’re basking in 

the glory of Free Spins, the chance for more riches is never far away. With 3, 4, or 5 scatters making a royal appearance once 

again, you’ll receive an additional 7, 12, or 20 free spins to keep the winning spree going.

Free Spins

Experience the thrill of every spin as the 4 Gem Multipliers come to life, granting you the chance to win big with values of up 

to x100 each. It’s important to note that these Gem Multipliers are exclusively available in the base game, adding an extra 

layer of excitement to your Kingmaker adventure.

Gem Multipliers

DESKTOP + MOBILE

GAME IDs and RTPs

BTG must be used in all text marketing and communication materials alongside Kingmaker Fully Loaded, MegawaysTM, and Bonus Buy.  The game is 
responsive to any height and width setting; however, for best results; house the desktop version of the game in a 16:9 ratio window.

About Big Time Gaming

Comment

Download the full promo pack: HERE

Bonus Buy

Seize the throne and catapult yourself into the heart of the action with Bonus Buy. Press the Bonus Buy icon to purchase 7 free 

spins for 85x the stake, instantly immersing yourself in the exhilarating realm of Free Spins, where grandeur and riches await.
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GAME FEATURES

https://clientarea.evolution.com/big-time-gaming/games/kingmaker-fully-loaded

